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About This Game

Mimic Hunter is an innovative, gameplay-wise 2.5D, hardcore platform game that will take you on an epic adventure as the
legendary master hunter Monsieur Ratimousse embarks on a journey to find his old mentor Barnabas and stop an ancient

demonic force from devouring the mortal world. Unsheathe your sword and your platforming skills to climb forsaken towers,
fight nefarious Mimics, solve unforgiving puzzles in an attempt to uncover the grim truth behind the nature of the Unbound. En

garde!
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Mimic Hunter was initially created as an entry for GameJolt's Adventure Jam 2017 #AdvJam2017 in no more than 2 weeks
by Aliza Wenders and Derwen Llewelyn from Angry Cat Studios. But the journey doesn't end there! In those two weeks, we

grew to love this game even more than we'd have anticipated, and we decided to tell this uncommon story in its full length, with
all the gore and glory! During the early development, we succeeded in creating a very unique, stable and innovative platforming
experience, but we had to cut a megaton of features and ideas (and most of the story content) due to the lack of time. And that

simply couldn't stand! Now the whole story is ready, and it's awaiting a hero: You! ;-)

A free demo of the original #AdvJam2017 version is available on GameJolt, check it out! Just don't forget: it's only a fragment
of what's to come!
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Unique, cylindrical, mind-bending environment

Hand-drawn, macabre-esque art style and animations

Lore-rich story with many surprises, twists and mysteries across 7 unique levels (at least 5 hours of playtime even for pro
Mimic Hunters!)

Hardcore platforming gameplay with traps, timed puzzles and more!

Fencing! En garde!

Dangerous and mischievous, various enemy types, each with its unique behavior

A fully-fledged Tower Builder with which you can create and share your own adventure!

Special game modes: Time Attack and Survival

Fully remappable control scheme (with partial controller support)

Steam achievements

What is the goal of the game?

The story mode takes you on an adventure to defeat a mysterious ancient force that threatens the mortal world. During your
journey, you will encounter nefarious enemies, unravel the secrets of the Hunters' Guild's past, and solve demonic riddles and

puzzles.

How long the main story is?

As Mimic Hunter is designed to be quite a hard game with scenarios that take multiple attempts to figure out and solve, we can
only estimate the actual game time you'll need to complete the story featuring seven unique towers. On average, it takes a player

about 5-10 hours to finish the main story, depending on player skill and chosen difficulty level.

What are the key gameplay elements?

Mimic Hunter is primarily a platformer, thus jumping, climbing and fighting are very important to master. Additionally, there
are riddles and puzzles you can't solve by platforming only: you'll need to collect lore and figure out the secrets. Fencing is also
very important to overcome your foes, and you must learn how to do it properly. You'll be also able to handle a lot of situations

by avoiding combat or defeating your enemies via the environment if you're cunning enough.
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How in-depth the Tower Builder is?

The Tower Builder (a.k.a. level editor) you get is identical to the one we used to create the majority of the content. You can
create any kind of tower with dialogues, scripted puzzles, traps, events, and share it with other people! Basic editing is quite

intuitive, but a full documentation/manual is also available.
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Title: Mimic Hunter
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Angry Cat Studios, Creatio 49
Publisher:
Angry Cat Studios
Release Date: 23 Jan, 2018
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This is a superb local multiplier game, lot of quick action & fun.

There is one big problem, it works only with Xbox controllers, my Steam Controllers are not working at all, and I cannot play
using controllers + keyboard, so this limit the number of players for me :(. If Dark Souls was a £0.79 indie platformer bundle-
filler junk.... Shinzo wo sasageyo!. Nice, Simple, Fast Paced Shoot em. Nice art style. This is a very good dlc it is flawless. The
only thing for me that stops it from being a 100 is that i cant play as trigger other then that it is perfect.. Robowars is an
excellent time killer but not much else (at least for me).

It seems for me like a plants vs zombies with robots

Grab this game Free , I don't recommend purchasing it at the regular 12 dollar price. There's really not a whole of lot of content
here.

That's not to say I don't like the game, I do, but I got bored pretty quickly.
. I was gifted this game, I really wish they hadn't. Not having a tutorial and trying to figure out the controls was one of the most
unfun things ever.
. Here's my first time gameplay video: https:\/\/youtu.be\/leRFWYWZ7dA

I also review other VR games on my channel! www.youtube.com\/c\/thefishstick

I really liked this game! There are occasions where I hit the drum with both sticks and it doesn't register which is a bit annyoing.
I really the different animations that start in the background when you start hitting more and more notes in a row. Please add
songs and the ability to add your own music! It also needs a main menu selection option; once you start a song you can't exit to a
different one until the songs over which forces you to close the game entirely and then reopen it.. One of the best bullet hell
game that I ever play. You couldn't bomb the enemies like the other game instead you must do suicidal move when the power
full.

The soundtrack was awesome as well ...
Has many variety dolls ... which has awesome powers ..... I love 2 dools in here .. they just reminded me of Raiden ships
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The game is really easy, it only takes about 10 to 12 hours to completed it. But it was very good and i 've enjoy it. Also the
finalle is not has .... happy end, i prefer that way and like it. I recommend this game to anyone.. Still no updates and in May
now.... Definitely abandoned. Pity.. 2 hours to finish - very fun game though, and would be a good first game for having others
play.. cruelty to animals. I hate 2D sidecrollers but i like this game, the only real problem i have is the UI disappears when
selecting the garden and the upgrade buttons close from planting and i have to reload the game to get it back. Would reccomend
to friends once thats fixed.. This game is not worth the time it takes to download it, and is especially not worth paying for.
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